D- 3rd REVIEW

Applied state-of-the-action regarding PAC Rehabilitation quality-initiatives
– A systems-based stakeholders’ perspective

1- Review Introduction

As initially framed in our set of objectives, the draw of further preliminary recommendations should be made over the actual state-of-the-action, complementing and enhancing its scope, as well as promoting a good fit and synergic action among the initiatives yet undertaken or being prepared with what we will preliminarily recommend to advance the system of PAC Rehabilitation quality-initiatives. Therefore, knowing and being updated of quality-initiatives applied to PAC Rehabilitation field remains as a critical starting-point for drawing future-oriented preliminary recommendations.

2- Review Objective

The objective of this 3rd review is to outline and integrate the state-of-action of PAC Rehabilitation quality-initiatives.

3- Synthesis of Methods

The 3rd review, corresponding to our 3rd specific goal, had a particular process. It was made after the 1st and 2nd review, thus partly building and integrating references collected, and
information organized and synthesized in the comprehensive process of the previous reviews. Due its positioning, it can be seen as an intermediate step between the previous supportive reviews and the later integrative preliminary recommendations, it-self integrating features abstracted from the different scopes of previous reviews. Finally, it used same underlying framework of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review for organizing the whole review process.

4- Review Results

The 3\textsuperscript{rd} review results generally follow the same major organization and levels of the previous 2\textsuperscript{nd} review

A) CONSUMERS LEVEL

We begin to shape the scope of consumers’ perspectives and active roles for quality, similarly to the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review, in case directly applied to PAC Rehabilitation scope, as well as also integrating many references and content collected and abstracted from previous the process and results of the previous reviews.

1) Patient- and Family-Centered Dimension of PAC Rehabilitation Quality

Patient- and broadly a family-centered dimension of care is one of the six dimensions of quality in general healthcare, as well as specifically applied to PAC Rehabilitation.
1.1 A change towards consumer-centered PAC Rehabilitation policies, systems, services and care

Consumers (patients and families) represent a stakeholder group with a pivotal role as source of definition and control for quality in general healthcare \(^{(1; 2; 3; 4)}\), as well as advocated for PAC Rehabilitation \(^{(5; 6; 7)}\). Patient-centered quality concepts/definitions represent the major rationale behind US policy reforms for PAC Rehabilitation \(^{(8)}\).

Indeed, the US PAC Rehabilitation policy reform demands a transformational change in the way care is organized. Actually in the US, the PAC Rehabilitation care is made, quality-measured and paid differently at four different settings (e.g. hospital-based rehabilitation units/freestanding facilities; long-term care hospitals; home health agencies, or skilled nursing facilities - outlined in ‘Background’) with their own independent structural and regulatory requirements, and poor integration of PAC Rehabilitation services and care. It happens despite these different settings often can serve equivalent sub-populations needs, or forming an indivisible continuum of PAC Rehabilitation services and care \(^{(9; 10; 11)}\).

The US organization of PAC Rehabilitation services and care is actually more provider-centered than patient-centered. Therefore, following the changing quality-perspective in general healthcare \(^{(12)}\), the PAC Rehabilitation policy reform also demands a change towards a patient-centered quality perspective; re-organizing the PAC Rehabilitation services and promoting the development of uniform external systems that fosters the quality of care along the PAC continuum for individual patients and sub-populations \(^{(8)}\).

More recently, the vision for patient-centered quality (and effectiveness/efficiency of care) was broadened to also aggregate in a same unit of payment previous acute care – creating new patient-focused acute episodes of care that also embrace PAC Rehabilitation \(^{(13; 14)}\). However, by the other side, the benefit of bundling post-acute and acute care payments depends on the method used. Therefore, it can also threat patient-centeredness in the questions of patient choice for providers (later exposed in a further independent subsection), which is precisely the contrary of what is the major rationale under the US PAC policy reform \(^{(8)}\).
1.2 The unique/distinct quality perspectives of people with disabilities and PAC Rehabilitation consumers:

In this sub-section we argue, and support, about the distinct quality perspectives of people with disabilities, and then specifically PAC Rehabilitation consumers specific quality perspectives, reinforcing the need for a specifically designed patient-centeredness approach for people with disabilities, and ultimately PAC Rehabilitation consumers – the target population of this paper.

### 1.2.1 The quality of care from the disability’s experience perspective

People with disabilities seem to have different quality experiences, expectancies and concerns as compared to non-disabled people. Indeed, compared to other people, people with disabilities are significantly more likely to be dissatisfied with their clinicians’ focus on symptoms and diseases rather than overall health, participation, psychosocial issues and well-being status (15). Additionally, in compare to other sub-populations, people with disabilities reported more dissatisfaction with care for several quality dimensions. Indeed, regardless the underlying disabling condition, these people report poor communication and lack of thorough care, which leads to conclude the need for developing thoughtful systematic approaches to improve communication, comprehensiveness and coordination of care for these people along their continuum of needs, for beyond rehabilitative care (16).

Similarly, in a review of health services research, outlining a model of overall healthcare quality for people with disabilities (17), the authors identified several potential threats to quality of care for these people. It relates with clinical care, but it also relates access, experience, communication and coordination among multiple healthcare areas, settings and practitioners, as well as multiple social, vocational and community services that might be required to intervene with such population: a broader quality perspective that needs to be assured by those responsible to organize services and promote the quality along a comprehensive continuum of care (11; 18; 19).

### 1.2.2 The quality of care from the PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ perspective
One of the underlying perspectives supporting the need to develop a PAC Rehabilitation specific quality framework (1st review) was precisely the notion that PAC Rehabilitation has a quite unique scope, paradigm, philosophy, framework and classifications that clearly distinguishes it from other healthcare areas.

The major goals and approaches of care are distinctive because the type of patients’ needs addressed are also clearly distinctive from the needs addressed by other healthcare areas. Therefore, it is easily recognizable that the patient-centeredness of care - thereby PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ perspectives of quality and patient-centeredness of care - would also have their particular scope (20); as supported in our conceptual framework, and reinforced in the results of a recent empirical study (21).

A person facing the advent (often sudden) of a disability, remains struggling for adjustment and improved functionality/autonomy would have the perspectives for quality for what is a care of quality as compared to a person undergoing surgery (an opposite example). For instance, as Brook and colleagues exemplify (22), while the second person would be more interested in the ‘technical’ quality of the surgeon, the first person might comparatively place an enhanced interested in the interpersonal aspects of care, such the ability to support struggling emotions.

The mentioned interpersonal aspects of care are themselves qualitatively different according to different healthcare areas, needs of sub-populations attended and specific process approaches (23). The oncology and palliative care represent illustrative examples of healthcare areas in which this dimension has received differential value, training, assessment education or other type of improvement models and action, as we cite only few examples (24; 25; 26), recent reviewed (27) exclusively for the oncology and palliative care field. The physical and mental suffering associated with treatment, life-threatening/disaster situations; or the eminent face of death are distinctive care features which need to be accomplished for a specific patient-centered interpersonal quality.

The same could be applied to the distinctive scope of overall quality - and specifically interpersonal quality - of PAC Rehabilitation care. Instead of a life-threatening situation or the eminency of death (like in oncology/palliative care); persons requiring PAC Rehabilitation care suddenly or insidiously stand in front of disability. The initial uncertainty about the grade recovery places even great psychological challenges for consumers, requiring practitioners’ ability to manage expectations and the interpersonal
relationship for a rehabilitative journey\textsuperscript{(28; 29; 30; 31)}, which among other things may require re-define life goals, or at least re-define the way to achieve these goals\textsuperscript{(32; 33)}.

In short, there is a unique and distinctive scope of the PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ perspectives (patient-centered, but also family-centered \textsuperscript{(34; 35)}) for what represents a consumers-centered quality of care reflected in consumer-centered quality-initiatives.

1.3 Monitoring consumers-centeredness in PAC Rehabilitation: the lack of a specific tool

As outlined in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review, based in the consumers’ experience concept, the Consumers Assessment Healthcare Providers Surveys (CAHPS) is the major program to monitor patient-centeredness in the US for different areas or settings.

As we begin to approach in the 1\textsuperscript{st} review, in the family of tools (CAHPS website) we can find measures for specific levels of care in which PAC Rehabilitation care could be embedded, but none specifically for the scope of PAC Rehabilitation care as a whole. We can find in the CAHPS website specific tools for: hospitals (which can embrace in-patient rehabilitation units); a nursing homes measure for early discharged patients (which could embrace skilled nursing facilities); and also a measure for home health agencies (in which also PAC Rehabilitation care can be provided).

However, as told, none of these measures specifically reflect PAC Rehabilitation care after an acute episode. These measures are better seen as instruments for specific services type, but neither covering the scope of PAC Rehabilitation care, nor the PAC Rehabilitation experience as a whole – the basis of the policy reform\textsuperscript{(8)}.

2) Engaging Consumers into their Actives Roles for Improving PAC Rehabilitation Quality

So far, we have been addressing the consumers’ perspectives and experiences related with PAC Rehabilitation. From now on, in parallel with the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review organization, we focus on consumers’ active role for PAC Rehabilitation quality of care.
2.1 Engaging/Activating Consumers for their co-producer role in their own rehabilitation

As supported on the conceptual framework definitions, and specifically developed in the 1\textsuperscript{st} review – part B, it is particularly important for the PAC Rehabilitation process and outcomes, the active engagement/participation of patients and families in their own rehabilitative journeys.

However, this is not an easy task for patients and families. Indeed, as the conceptual model begin to frame (and our further 4\textsuperscript{th} review explicitly addresses), both patients and families need to pass through a psychological adjustment process regarding disability’s losses\(^{36;37}\); while at the same time directing focus and heavy efforts towards a demanding rehabilitation process and activities that try to minimize such potential disability: both tasks at the same time - a difficult psychological struggle\(^{38;39}\).

Therefore, the personal ability of patients and families to direct efforts and energy constructively and fruitfully towards rehabilitation - instead of relying on guilty, escape avoidance, denial or other non-adaptive coping patterns\(^{40}\) - would be critical for facilitating (or otherwise hindering) an optimal engagement into rehabilitation\(^{41;42}\).

The active role for quality of their own care is a task for patients and families. But facilitating or ‘activating’\(^ {43}\) an optimal psychological and social adjustment process, as well as the optimal rehabilitative engagement and active participation, is also a task for PAC Rehabilitation providers. Indeed, providers should adequately manage an interpersonal relationship/partnership (interpersonal dimension of care) not only for enhancing PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ experience and patient-centered outcomes, but also ‘activate’ patients and families’ engagement and participation for their own rehabilitative care, thereby enhancing functional outcomes achievement\(^ {44;45}\).

In addition, an adequate management of the communication and interpersonal relationship with patients and families might facilitate the psychosocial adjustment towards disabilities consequences - reflected in macro-outcomes such participation and quality of life. These are features addressed in depth by the 1\textsuperscript{st} review – part B.

In a summary for being placed in such review, an adequate management of the interpersonal relationship would be reflected in a series or spiral or inter-linked benefits and
pathways for PAC Rehabilitation macro-outcomes’ achievement with origin on a set of immediate and intermediate adaptive behaviors and its psychosocial determinants, representing consumers psychosocial and engagement variables that might be influenced by providers mostly through the interpersonal dimension of care.

2.2 Quality-informed choice for PAC Rehabilitation providers

Like any healthcare consumer (see the equivalent section in the 2nd review), also PAC Rehabilitation consumers must perform a role of for providers quality-informed choice. But such role for quality as employed by PAC Rehabilitation consumers could face enhanced restrictions. It happens mostly due two different reasons.

First, the field of quality-reporting as applied to PAC Rehabilitation is clearly underdeveloped, having very low specificity and validity on the ability discriminate quality of care among concurrent PAC Rehabilitation services and care. Additionally, when such information exists, it is presented mostly disaggregated by type of providers. Indeed, we the few quality-reporting initiatives existent initiatives are fragmented, confusing, non-understandable, and with low-comparable utility among other improvement needs (6; 46).

PAC Rehabilitation consumers often are unable to understand; as well as don not value the most quality-reported information in their choice process for providers. It results from a disconnection among what is reported and what consumers want to base their decisions. This is pointed for general healthcare (47; 48), as well as for PAC Rehabilitation consumers, which still tend to base their choice on informal sources and convenience (6). Lately within another stakeholders section (external/independent quality bodies) we approach the features of an enhanced PAC Rehabilitation public-reporting system.

A second threat to PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ quality-informed choice, results from a yet unresolved feature of the upcoming advent of bundled payments - acute and post-acute care into a single payment. Many proposed bundled payment models have been associated with a loss of consumer’s power in their decision for PAC providers (49). Even if the bundle applies only to PAC, consumers may not be able to choose the next PAC provider (50).

With such regards, it has been argued that today, in the US, there is no great freedom for consumers’ choice for providers, with consumers just following the acute discharge
recommendations: thereby such feature of the bundled payment will not really change the actual scenario (49). However, with such property remaining, these models undermine the potential of quality-informed choice for PAC providers: a major feature of the quality-movement rationale. But such quality-informed choice for PAC Rehabilitation providers almost does not exist today due lack on the reporting systems. Therefore, such reporting system and underlying sources must be first well-developed until we could be really become concern in resolving other models secondary features.

2.3 PAC Rehabilitation consumers and the quality-evaluator role

As outlined in the 2nd review, the PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ evaluator role is critical mostly for the patient-centered dimension and outcomes of care, which is the case of satisfaction, or consumers’ experience through CAHPS family of measures.

As already denoted, until now does not exist a CAHPS measure adequately covering the specific and whole scope of PAC Rehabilitation. Due such lack, PAC Rehabilitation consumers cannot adequately perform their evaluative role for quality - guiding new consumers’ choice for PAC Rehabilitation providers.

The PAC Rehabilitation consumers’ evaluator role for quality is typically confined on responding to non-uniform satisfaction questionnaires. Each provider uses their own-methods for measure, analyse and report satisfaction data (51; 52). The utility for improving systems-based quality with basis on such non-comparable quality data is quite limited. Providers could follow wanted policy for reporting data in the best of their interests. Moreover, satisfaction data reported by own-providers can give fallacious indicators of quality, since almost all providers report excellent levels of patients’ satisfaction with their own services (51; 53), while quality gaps remain widely recognized.

2.4 Engaging PAC Rehabilitation consumers in quality and quality-systems defitions

As we already mentioned, one of the major reason for the lack of quality-informed decisions for PAC Rehabilitation providers remains on the disconnections among what is quality-reported and what information consumers want to base their decisions. A major
reason for that is the lack of consumers’ involvement in making the definitions for quality and quality-initiatives, particularly these public-reporting systems.

In fact, it has been argued researchers and policy-makers are spending too little time on understanding what consumers value and want for and from PAC Rehabilitation services and care, thus what represents its quality (5; 6; 54). Indeed, despite some emerging initiatives, PAC consumers’ perspectives are uncommonly called for a participatory process in PAC Rehabilitation (6; 55). Knowing what consumers want and value for their care represent a critical input for the PAC Rehabilitation quality-systems definitions; as broadly it would furnish a pivotal input for operationally define what is quality of PAC Rehabilitation care - a path to unravel the actual quality-misconceptions among different PAC Rehabilitation stakeholders – in the origin of PAC Rehabilitation ‘quality paradox’ phenomena (56).

In summary, PAC Rehabilitation consumers must be early and broadly engaged in the task of defining PAC Rehabilitation services and care of quality, at least for consumer-centeredness. Consumers shall become involved in define the kind of quality they value and want to be reflected in quality-assessment, improvement and public-reporting initiatives: also the kind of information they want to compare for a quality-informed choice for health plans or providers, in case PAC Rehabilitation competitive providers.

B) EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT LEVEL

At the PAC Rehabilitation external environment level we apply major features described for general healthcare in the 2nd review, as organized by the same stakeholder’s groups, but in this case mostly using information applied to the specific PAC Rehabilitation scope.

1) PAC Rehabilitation Payers & Purchasers

We begin to outline the prevailing payment schemas for PAC Rehabilitation services; then we focus on the new proposed quality-aligned payment schemes – mostly those directly applied to the PAC Rehabilitation scope.
1.1 The actual Payment schemes: Prospective Payment divided by PAC type:

In the PAC Rehabilitation filed, there is actually prevailing a type of what was first conceived as a quality-aligned payment approach (better defined as an efficiency aligned-payment approach) introduced in the middle of the 90s. This is the Prospective Payment approach for Medicare beneficiaries. With such schema, PAC Rehabilitation providers receive an upfront payment for each patient, based on a category of their baseline severity/functional status.

In such prospective payment approach, the amount of upfront patient payments is the same for each patient group (baseline functional status and co-morbidities), independently of length-of-stay and services delivered. Therefore, providers are not stimulated for higher/unneeded length-of-stays for treatment or over-delivering services, which happened in previous schema of fee-for-service payments\(^{(57;58;59)}\).

The amount of this fixed prospective payments are attached to the expected treatments, length of stay and expenses varying according to Functional Related Groups (FRGs) – similar to Diagnostic-Related Groups (DRGs) previously existing in acute-care - developed and calibrated on basis of large amounts of patients analyzed\(^{(60)}\).

It is easy to see the potential advantages the prospective payment systems (DRG-based in acute care; and FRG-based in post-acute) in terms of providing stimulus for greater efficiency and elimination of wasteful practices. However, there are also prejudices, which mostly resulted from natural attempts to maximize profits\(^{(57)}\). The pressure to early discharges in some cases passed important care needs for the next level of providers, it originated some important healthcare needs become unaddressed, as well as it increased the degree of preventable re-hospitalizations\(^{(61)}\), which besides harming and attempting against patients health, is also an avoidable source of great healthcare expenses\(^{(14)}\). Therefore even the efficiency of the system could be damaged such prospective payment system whose primary intents were to improve system efficiency.

In the case of post-acute care, there is another efficiency aspect that the prospective payment approach was not able to resolve. It results from the prospective payments being differently applied to different levels or settings providing PAC Rehabilitation. It does not
promote the use of the most efficient PAC placements, transitions, coordination and collaboration among different providers levels \((49; 59; 62; 63)\). This is particularly relevant considering a lot of patients will make use of more than one this PAC Rehabilitation services and other subsequent care \((9)\).

In order to address the limitations and negative implications of the actual prospective payment scheme, major payment changes involving PAC Rehabilitation have been proposed. We address the two most directly applied in the two following sub-sections.

1.2 PAC policy reform: envisioning a pay-for-performance (P4P) system

The US PAC policy reform has in the CARE tool under demonstration (http://www.pacdemo.rti.org/) a major basis for its application and effectiveness. In fact, one of the three major goals underlying tool development is to provide uniform baseline assessment for a uniform external follow-up quality/outcomes-monitoring for the whole PAC Rehabilitation continuum \((62)\).

Such external follow-up quality/outcomes-monitoring shall represent the major data-basis for future intended pay-for-performance schemes, rewarding PAC Rehabilitation providers with an additional payment that is based on patients’ outcomes \((64)\).

Indeed, the are some consensus among PAC payment experts that fixed payments (even bundled payments, next addressed) should be complemented by a pay-for-performance component that mitigate those payment approaches limitations. According such same consensus, pay-for-performance system should have a predominance of outcomes over process measures, when properly measured \((61)\).

1.3 Bundled payments

Bundled payments refers to one of the most representative innovative payments approaches that are being developed and discussed under an actual payment reform, and even the broader US health reform \((14)\), therefore approached and compared with other innovative
payment approaches in our 2nd review (Payers & Purchasers). Herein, we re-approach the concept, but in case directly applied to the PAC Rehabilitation field.

Recalling, there are bundled payments options for chronic care, but also for an acute episode of care – including PAC Rehabilitation. There is more than a single possibility for operating bundling payments involving PAC Rehabilitation. It may for instance include a bundled payment for the all type of actually fragmented PAC Rehabilitation services - for instance the underlying payment mechanism suggested within the proposal of creating a Continuing Care Hospital as a way to aggregate PAC Rehabilitation services (50) (later addressed).

Other option is to make a full bundled payment for all costs associated with an acute episode since disease onset. It includes at least the acute hospital care, PAC services, and perhaps also including outpatient and other follow-up needed services within a delimited period of time. Such last option seems to be a path to be followed at least in the medium or long-term, since it includes the optimization of the transition among acute, post-acute and other subsequent levels of an integrated care pathway (11; 18; 19; 65).

However, such option actually stands as more complex to technically develop and operate, so it is not to exclude that an intermediate bundled step may occur in a near future. All these options are proposed to be studied by the recent US health care reform law (14). After revealed the data of actually undergoing demonstration with the CARE tool, Post Acute Care Payment Reform Demonstration project (PAC- PRD), it will be up to the HHS US Secretary to decide to bundled option and operational features to follow to the Medicare program (14), which shall influence other payers.

A PAC payment experts’ consensus raised concerns about specific features of bundled payments that engage PAC Rehabilitation (61). It relates with duration (generally told as 30 days) being proposed for an episode that may be not long enough for many conditions. The same PAC Rehabilitation consensus calls this period must be more carefully aligned with the natural history and trajectory of recovery associated with a given health condition or impairment. Another concern is that it could additionally originating shifting costs, as for instance expenditures from Medicare part A (e.g. in-patient and home-based PAC Rehabilitation services) for Medicare part B (e.g. outpatient rehabilitation therapy) with prejudices for the system and mostly patients.
Another major concern for the PAC Rehabilitation field relates with a question previously raised and addressed in the 2nd review. It relates with who will manage the ‘bundle’ and the care decision pathways: an ACO, acute hospital, continuing care hospital or other. Those small providers, particularly those at end of the chain of care (weaker decision power) could become financially threatened by the way bundling is implemented. Again, it will be up to the US HHS Secretary to take a decision that mitigates possible unintended consequences of this payment approach (14).

But despite concerns, there are also major opportunities bundled payments can bring to the most effective and efficient PAC Rehabilitation. Indeed, theoretically and optimally applied, bundling would foster coordination among providers and optimal transitions in time, and for the optimal level of care. It would avoid shifting needed interventions and costs for the next level of care (within the bundle), promoting optimal decisions and coordination for avoiding preventable re-hospitalization, as well as promoting a fundamental shift from a culture of care compliance to a culture of innovation and best-practices along the PAC continuum (49).

In addition, bundled payments can create new opportunities to revisit the large, if not stifling, regulatory regimes that had emerged to mitigate the unintended consequences of current payments systems. Presumably, if the incentives are aligned correctly across sectors and providers, there should be less need for back-stop or impeditive regulation (61): a matter for instance highlighted in the last Public Policy section.

2) PAC Rehabilitation External/Independent Quality Bodies

We now address the aspects related with the activity of external/independent quality bodies, with specific action over the PAC Rehabilitation scope.

2.1 Organizational quality-assurance: PAC Rehabilitation services accreditation:

Accreditation by external entities assures healthcare organizations/providers comply with a set quality and safety standards, mostly at structural/organizational level. Despite not
obligatory, accreditation is becoming progressively tacitly required at least to gain access to contracts with payers (66).

Most representative accreditation entities in the PAC Rehabilitation are ‘The Joint Commission’ and ‘CARF – Commission for Accreditation Rehabilitation Facilities’. The Joint Commission (www.jointcommission.org) - in Background and 2nd review - is the accreditation entity with the more generalized scope of action. For PAC Rehabilitation, it can provide accreditation mostly to hospital-based rehabilitation facilities, and also home health care entities. The Joint Commission also provides certification of disease-specific care programs, including stroke rehabilitation and orthopedic joint replacement.

By its turn, CARF (www.carf.org), in Background, is the accreditation entity more specifically targeting rehabilitation. In fact, CARF provides accreditation services to organizations and providers within the health and human service sectors, whether it is rehabilitation for a disability, treatment for addiction and substance abuse, home and community services, retirement living, or other health and human services.

Specifically for rehabilitation units, CARF establishes the minimum standards, mostly structural for quality. For instance, concerning staffing, CARF standards relate with per-patient ratios by discipline, complementary of technicians, and ratios of certified professionals per bed. CARF also requires that a medical directorship of a hospital-based rehabilitation unit to be a physiatrist or a physician with proved (as they define) experience in rehabilitation; as well as CARF also expects that organization fosters a structure for family conferences, at least once during patients’ stay, envisioning education and later discharge planning and recommendations for patients and families.

These examples mostly fall in the structural axis of the Donabedian quality framework, the traditional field of activity for the accreditation entities. However, mostly in the last decade, accreditation process has been evolving to also include a more critical focus in clinically-nature processes and outcomes of care.

For instance, hospital-based rehabilitation outcomes are addressed by the The Joint Commission, which mandates the use of ORYX indicators (the joint commission performance measurement set) that includes: percentage of patients discharged to home, average length-of-stay, functional independent measure gain/efficiency per day, cost per stay, percent discharged to acute care, and a case-mix index which of associated risks and
co-morbidities for adjusting outcomes-benchmarks. Such type of quality/outcomes information is used not only for accreditation purposes but also for public reporting.

2.2 External Performance/Quality Measurement and Reporting System

The quality-reporting system in PAC Rehabilitation is far from being optimal. In the following sub-sections we’ll further address the major causes of the subject.

2.2.1 The need for a uniform PAC Rehabilitation system

As a consequence of the actual fragmentation of PAC Rehabilitation services (Background), the performance measurement system and subsequent external quality-mechanisms for PAC Rehabilitation (public-reporting and pay-for-performance systems) appear also disaggregated by PAC settings. These settings have their own independent quality-monitoring system, based in different sets of assessment measures (quality-indicators), for instance required to come with claims data (e.g. Medicare); or resulting from specific accreditation programs (e.g. ORYX from the Joint Commission).

In the actual scenario, PAC Rehabilitation services can only become compared in their performance with others of same type, and not across the full spectrum of PAC Rehabilitation services. Such prevailing system is more provider-centered than really patient-centered (consumers level). Mitigating fragmentation among PAC Rehabilitation services, the yet mentioned CARE tool will facilitate appropriate placements, transitions, and outcomes/ performance monitoring in fixed dates, tracking patients’ evolution across time despite settings (62).

Uniformly applied to all PAC settings, the CARE tool represents a common-basis for the implementation of performance measurement and public-report system according to patients’ needs, irrespective of providers’ type. This is what is called as a patient-centric performance measurement instead of provider-based, also fostered in general healthcare (12), beginning to address gaps in the PAC Rehabilitation quality-initiatives: lack of a uniform external system to: measure, collect and report quality/outcomes data (67).
2.2.2 Performance Measurement: the role of outcomes-monitoring

The outcomes-monitoring at follow-up as a component the CARE tool fully employed would represent a privileged data-basis for quality/performance measurement; therefore the subsequent public-reporting and also quality-aligned payment mechanisms. Such outcomes monitoring shall be promoted by an external/independent entity - yet to be determined - assuring fairness and rigor of the process (14).

The great added-value of outcomes-indicators (in comparison to structural and process indicators) is that it reflects and integrates all productive processes. This is valuable for any healthcare area, but even more for PAC Rehabilitation with multi-determined outcomes (biopsychosocial, ecologically and inter-disciplinary-determined), achieved through complex processes not yet completely dissected on its specific active ingredients: a phenomenon called as the rehabilitation ‘black-box’ (68; 69).

The field of outcomes assessment has received tremendous input in recent years, also applied to PAC Rehabilitation, particularly in terms of advancing assessment capacity: producing tools that are valid, reliable and yet feasible for routine outcomes-monitoring. The computer-adaptive testing (CAT) methodologies - based in the Item-Response Theory (IRT) (70; 71; 72), as an alternative to classic testing - is allowing for assessing very complex constructs with a minimized number of adaptive items that are scored in a same metric, significantly reducing the assessment burden, without compromising validity and reliability, becoming suitable for the complex and multi-determined PAC Rehabilitation outcomes/quality-measurement (73).

Illustrative applied examples (although not exclusive) of these valid, reliable yet feasible assessment tools, CAT-based, are the Activity Measure (AM-CAT) (74) and the Performance Measure (PM-CAT) (75). Such type of measures were recommended as suitable for measuring functional performance (activity and participation) within the time restraints of a routine follow-up outcomes-monitoring (62). The recent Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS), also CAT-based, has a social domain that applies to participation measurement (76). However the question if participation is a suitable construct for IRT-based instruments is still a discussing matter (77; 78). This is an actual active field of rehabilitation research, further addressed.
Results: 3rd review

The PROMIS as a whole broadly embrace a self-rated quality of life (QoL)-related content (79) - which is also recommended as a domain for being monitored for quality-purposes (62) – however applying the whole of its domains makes the task less feasible for routine follow-up quality assessment. Taking benefit of specific population tools using CAT methodologies, the recently developed Neuro-QoL (www.neuroqol.org) - even if the primary focus envisions research goals - could represent a starting-point for developing a comprehensive yet brief QOL quality-monitoring tool, that is specific and sensitive to these typical PAC Rehabilitation populations (77); as the own families, relatives or caregiver QoL should also be a matter of interest for many rehabilitation cases as outlined in our conceptual framework (1st review).

2.2.3 Outcomes-indicators: disadvantages for quality-monitoring

As told, outcomes monitoring, due the highlighted potential advantages, shall represent, in medium or long-term, the core of PAC Rehabilitation performance/quality measurement systems, public-reporting and pay-for-performance. But actually, there are some applied difficulties, mostly of two types: first the technical difficulties; and second the comprehensiveness of a set of outcomes that also need to be feasible.

The technical difficulties relate with non-optimally matured case-adjustment mechanisms that, although have been received important developments, like the FIM\textsuperscript{TM}-functional-related groups (FIM-FRGs), it is still far from being optimally achieved (67; 80). In PAC Rehabilitation, it relates not only with difficulty in controlling external variables such severity, age or co-morbidities (in case for instance cognitive impairment) but also a series of psychological and social variables configuring a multitude of variables interfering with care (69). These technical difficulties need to be adequately addressed so best outcomes scores represent the best quality of care (67; 80).

The second difficult point is the ability to develop a comprehensive, yet feasible, set of outcomes measures for the complex scope of PAC Rehabilitation. Indeed, not only the use of valid, reliable and feasible outcomes measures is sufficient for the effectiveness of a monitoring system. It needs also to be sufficiently comprehensive in order to critical aspects and aims of PAC Rehabilitation care becomes reflected at least in one measure-type. Otherwise, all the subsequent quality-initiatives will be reinforcing the so-called
‘unintended consequences’ it brings \(^{(81; 82; 83)}\). It means other type of care aspects, not quality-monitored, are stimulated to become out of practice.

In our conceptual framework (1\(^{st}\) review, and its later specific discussion), we mention the inclusion of other complementary macro-outcomes’ dimensions (e.g. applied consumers’ experience and family QoL for certain cases – yet actually with no existing suitable tools) in a set of measures for uniform macro outcomes-monitoring. Certainly, enlarged consensus should be built also in that matter for achieving matured external system of quality/performance measurement, representative, yet feasible to be applied.

2.2.4 The complement of process-monitoring

In fact, despite the advocated promise of outcomes-monitoring for an external PAC Rehabilitation quality/performance monitoring system, there is also the need for complementing information from other type of performance sources that do not rely exclusively on outcomes. This is the case of process-monitoring.

Process-monitoring - which is evaluating compliance with quality-measures/indicators that reflect critical elements of the care process - can represent a critical source of information of an external performance/quality monitoring system, by two reasons.

A first reason relates with the actual technical difficulties in the case-mix adjustment process already mentioned. The use of process-indicators is an alternative or complementary source of quality-information. Process-indicators are particularly valuable in cases of solid/unquestionable evidence about easy-measurable aspects of care producing better outcomes for a defined set of circumstances \(^{(12)}\). However PAC Rehabilitation holds a very complex/multidimensional process and determinants \(^{(73)}\), as well as there is yet a lot of ‘dark room’ in the ‘black box’ of the rehabilitation process and its inherent complexity \(^{(68)}\), which makes clearly more complex the task of clearly defined process quality-indicators.

But even increasing the scientific, granular knowledge, of the rehabilitation active ingredients - actual research trend \(^{(84; 85)}\) - it is unfeasible for an external monitoring system to become exclusively based on an infinite number of granular process-measures. Additionally, it does not capture the synergic and integrative effect of the rehabilitation whole process, as it could be made by outcomes-monitoring \(^{(49; 67)}\).
Therefore, integrating advantages and disadvantages of each other, is the policy option for PAC Rehabilitation quality/performance monitoring system, envisioning an emphasis in outcomes-monitoring, as complemented by process-monitoring (8).

As second reason calling for the use of process-monitoring, as a complement of outcomes-monitoring, is the fact that any performance/quality monitoring system should have the ultimate aim of facilitating quality-improvement. Indeed, even if an outcomes-monitoring system was sufficiently comprehensive and sensitive to serve as basis for quality-reporting, benchmarking and quality-attached payments; it would not exactly provide input in what aspects of process went wrong, or could be optimized, for achieving the ‘best-in-class’ performance in outcomes measures.

The value of getting an external complement of process-monitoring information, which would be reinforced by internal/organizational information system, will be therefore critically in defining process targets for internal quality-improvement initiatives, improving processes of care that originated suboptimal outcomes. Without such complement of process-monitoring it would be difficult to know the determinants of the sub-optimal outcomes and address them by quality-improvement (73; 86).

2.2.5 Public-report of quality-information

As we begin to outline in this section, there is not yet a uniform system for measure, collect and report outcomes/quality-data in PAC Rehabilitation, and this is a great need for PAC Rehabilitation, receiving an important activation input from the CARE tool.

So far, outcomes information is not routinely shared with rehabilitation stakeholders (i.e. payers and consumers), despite rehabilitation providers and industry stakeholders generally express favorable attitudes towards public disclosure of outcomes information (67); but there is no system of PAC Rehabilitation uniform quality-reporting.

The Centers of Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) disseminates quality-information on Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNFs) through the Nursing Home Compare website (http://www.medicare.gov/NHCompare), but these measures do not adequately reflect the quality of PAC Rehabilitation care provided at these settings, for instance because the system is non-predicting for the quality of rehabilitation outcomes (46). Similarly, for stroke
conditions, it was found that public-reporting is incomplete, confusing, and inaccurate, which may lead to more prejudices than benefits of a quality-reporting initiative with such characteristics\textsuperscript{87}.

Indeed, consumers do not base their choices in the available quality-information, often relying on informal information-sharing, as well as on convenience or other non-quality-related factors (consumers level). Great causes of it, heavily fostered in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review, is a lack of knowledge of availability of such information; lack of adequacy, organization and lack of easy-digestible information for all health literacy levels; as finally the lack of value for consumers of information contained in these mechanisms.

Public-reporting of PAC Rehabilitation quality data is nascent; therefore we stand for a unique opportunity to develop a quality-reporting system that is meaningful, comprehensive and easy-digestible (for all health literacy levels) for all stakeholders, including the consumers \textsuperscript{6}. It should require integrate stakeholders perspectives (consumers in a pivotal role) early and on-going in the development of these systems\textsuperscript{55}.

3) PAC Rehabilitation Suppliers

There are continuous technological advances that are specifically applied to rehabilitation, for instance engineering applied advances and innovations that can be developed (often in close collaboration with the research community) and furnished by suppliers to elevate the standards of PAC quality\textsuperscript{88}.

However, following the same rationale of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review, in this section we remain particularly focused on HIT supplying PAC Rehabilitation and broadly supporting coordination of care after acute episodes it could enhance: a major US priority\textsuperscript{14}.

3.1 PAC Rehabilitation HIT supplying

Due population covered (e.g. above 65 years), Medicare and public programs represent the great payers of PAC Rehabilitation. Therefore, the Centers of Medicare and Medicaid...
Services (CMS) actual regulatory definitions, payment schemes, claims and other administrative requirements serve as the gold standard for the development of HIT supportive tools - actively designed to help PAC Rehabilitation providers to comply with CMS regulations and the business model subsequent to CMS payment schemes (49).

The ‘Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation’ (www.udsmr.org) is the supplying software that achieved wider implementation in the PAC Rehabilitation market along years, furnishing software and tools as divided by different PAC settings (reflecting CMS’s disintegrated PAC regulations and assessments). Only more recently, the mentioned software received more serious competition from the ‘erehabdata’ (www.erehabdata.com), as commercialized by the American Medical Rehabilitation Providers Association (AMRPA).

Both are able to record and upload data to central databases providers are engaged with (e.g. CMS, The Joint Commission), with a primary aim of supporting the accomplishment of regulatory, accreditation, claims and billing data, but also containing some elements that can be used for quality-monitoring, health-services and outcomes research. For instance, the use of one such large databases, in case the ‘Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation’, provided critical data for development of actual prevailing PAC Rehabilitation mechanisms such the previously mentioned Functional-Related-Groups (FRGs) that technically allowed the introduction of the Prospective Payment System for PAC Rehabilitation (60).

These software system, assuming a role as a quality-reporting system, are being also able to facilitate benchmarking, allowing subscribers to timely compare their performance and results against peer performance in major outcomes (e.g. Functional Independent Measure or discharge destination) and other factors such length of stay.

With an widespread implementation of the new uniform CARE tool (uniform across PAC settings) and presumably the introduction of bundled payments among acute of and post-acute care, the major focus of the activity of these and mostly other software vendors for the PAC Rehabilitation scope would change from help providers to comply with complex site-specific regulations, administrative and billing requirements, towards a more value-based enhancement perspective - helping providers in a renewed task of achieving quality and efficiency of their practices along acute episodes of care (49; 89).
The yet mentioned web-based CARE tool, which can also be seen as a supportive software tool, has among its major features the underlying intent to facilitate acute discharge placement and transitions among PAC levels. The tool will be able to collect and share a set of needed uniform information that will be web-accessible to the next level of PAC Rehabilitation care, thus avoid lost of information in transition (62; 63).

Beyond the CARE tool, there is still room for more specific interoperable systems that enable communication and coordination of care. It could happen within the same healthcare organization for highly complex cases requiring care from a wide-spread resources and specialists, including PAC Rehabilitation: an example is the Veterans Health Administration Polytrauma communication and coordination system (90).

But software systems can also be supportive of taking the optimal decisions for care, such ideal timing and place to discharge or transfer patients. An example is a software that is able to support evidence-based decisions at the interfaces is the ‘Inter Qual’ tool (91), which can facilitate research on such matters become reflected in aids and guidance for timely and efficient placements and transitions. Applied into independent research in Australia, this tool suggested earlier discharges for Australian practitioners’ clinical reasoning, indicating the tool is calibrated to reflect the profit pressure for early discharge in the US (92; 93).

Finally, specific software systems can be developed for practice-data recording (at the point-of-care) and later analysis even for internal/external quality-monitoring systems, or for practice-based research, as for instance applied in SCIRehab project (84; 94).

4) PAC Rehabilitation Research Community

We specifically address the features of PAC Rehabilitation research community with more applications to the issues of PAC Rehabilitation quality and quality-initiatives.

4.1 Health-Services Research

We become to analyze the themes under PAC Rehabilitation health-services research.
4.1.1 Impact of Payment Reforms

A major trend for PAC Rehabilitation health-services research relates with track the multitude of health-services effects/impacts that occurred after the implementation of the US prospective payment system (PPS) for the different PAC settings.

With such regards it was verified that payment-systems incentives indeed play a significant role in determining whether and where Medicare beneficiaries receive their post-acute care, diminishing the length of stay in targeted-sites and boosting the use of alternative setting - a typical feature of shifting costs and risks to the next paid level \(^{(95)}\). The evidence at this level - analyzing the different times of PPS introduction for the different PAC type of settings - strongly suggests the substitutability within PAC settings. It also shows these financial incentives (in addition to clinical needs and preferences) play a major role in determining the timing and amount of PAC use \(^{(96)}\).

Besides payment considerations, applied health-services research also found significant interference of availability of PAC services determining PAC services use as compared to clinical determinants, which revealed a strong supply-driven demand - similar to general healthcare \(^{(97)}\) - which could potentially leads to unwarranted expenditures of resources and delays in returning patients to their homes as a desirable outcome \(^{(98)}\).

The impact of the PAC Rehabilitation PPS was target of studies by PAC settings-type \(^{(99; 100; 101)}\), including activity of different rehabilitation professionals \(^{(102; 103)}\). Among findings, studies revealed change in therapies patterns - diminishing therapy resources in severe cases \(^{(99; 104)}\); in some cases, but not always, shifted to moderate severity cases \(^{(99)}\). Such shifting trends reinforce the need to include a component of quality/outcomes-based reimbursement to avoid prejudices from pressures to early discharges \(^{(61)}\).

With the further bundled payments for episodes of care, it is expected another wave of impact-based health-services research would follow it; probably with a renewed focus on the ideal intersection among acute, post-acute and other subsequent services \(^{(61)}\).

There are few published studies analyzing the ideal timing for transfer patients from acute to post-acute and subsequent services \(^{(93; 92; 105)}\). With a new payment schema, certainly there will be an increased focus on aspects like these, relating with innovations for seamless
transitions, coordination of care, quality and global efficiency of healthcare services beyond the ‘silos’: type of PAC and other healthcare settings (49).

4.1.2 Health-services characteristics (structure) supporting quality process and outcomes

Another PAC Rehabilitation health-services research line placed focus on determining the health-services characteristics (structure) better supporting quality processes.

Such research-line can be framed under the light of the Donabedian S-P-O model (Background). Hoenig and co-workers developed a sequence of studies fitting with the mentioned regards. In such sequence, it was first carried out a systematic review of the literature, using the Donabedian model, organizing the specialty-literature abstracted into sub-categories of structure, process and outcomes (106). In a second study it was developed a Donabedian-based taxonomy of rehabilitation services (107). Such taxonomy was used for investigations showing that, for stroke rehabilitation, structure of care (facilities characteristics, types of personnel) were able to predict process of care (multi-disciplinary team meetings, care planning). In turn process of care predicted outcomes, with structure affecting outcomes mostly through mediation on the process of care (86).

Following studies in the same sequence associated better process of care with better functional outcomes (108), as well as patient satisfaction as outcomes of relevance (109). Such research line, supported by more recent data (110), informs managers, payers and policy-makers on the suitable health-services characteristics for quality of care (111).

4.2 Outcomes Research

Apart from health-services research, focusing on external and macro-system structures, the outcomes research focuses on find the specific processes determining enhanced outcomes, as controlled by other factors and conditions influencing outcomes: personal factors, case-severity, co-morbidities and other external or environmental factors. It looks for determine the ‘active of ingredients’ of care, a major research concern (69).
As outlined in different places along paper, PAC Rehabilitation field is actually a ‘black box’ that shows effectiveness as a whole. However, there is very little solid knowledge of the ‘active ingredients’ within such ‘black box’, creating a research focus for determining the granular aspects of care associated in the best outcomes\(^6\)\(^8\)\(^{;112}\).

Such ‘active ingredients’ within complex rehabilitation interventions \(^{113}\), do not exclusively relate with specific content of care, but rather a mix of it, and amount and timing. For instance, despite caution recommended in translate these results \(^{114}\), it seems that in stroke-rehabilitation earlier and more ‘aggressive’ intervention could achieve higher/efficient improvements in stroke rehabilitation \(^{115} ;116\).

Outcomes research development is intrinsically dependent on the advancements assisted in the outcomes measurement capability (later addressed). The development of health-services and outcomes research as applied to PAC Rehabilitation is also dependent of advancing the critical mass of human resources to perform the critical US health-services and outcomes research agendas to inform policy and practice (http://www.feinberg.northwestern.edu/ihs/education/post-doc/).

4.3 Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER)

In complement to health-services and outcomes research, there was more recently an emphasis in determining the comparative effectiveness of different healthcare alternatives to outline the most cost-effective solutions for different sets of patients’ conditions – Comparative Effectiveness Research (CER) in the 2\(^{nd}\) review.

In PAC Rehabilitation, some of these questions are research priorities for some time. A major example is the question of the most cost-effective option to treat typical PAC Rehabilitation populations (stroke and joint replacement) in more expensive acute rehabilitation settings such in-patient rehabilitation facilities (IRFs), or in comparatively cheaper sub-acute rehabilitation setting such the skilled nursing facilities (SNFs).
4.3.1 Acute rehabilitation setting (IRFs) vs sub-acute setting (SNF)

In post-stroke rehabilitation there is a landmark study finding out if the more costly and intensive IRFs resulted in higher functional outcomes compared with SNFs. In the study, IRF and SNF outcomes were similar for patients with minimal motor disabilities and patients with mild motor disabilities and significant cognitive disabilities; thereby these patients would be indicated for sub-acute programs due the lower costs\(^{(117)}\).

The same research-team also analyzed the same problem for hip fracture rehabilitation. SNF-based rehabilitation was less costly and outcomes were in most instances similar or even better than IRF-based rehabilitation, thereby suitable for the typified cases\(^{(118)}\).

More recently, a comprehensive study originating a series of publications from DeJong and colleagues, provided these type of answers for joint replacement rehabilitation, comparing the services provided\(^{(110)}\), outcomes at discharge\(^{(119)}\), long-term outcomes\(^{(120)}\), and utilization resources uses\(^{(121)}\).

In terms of Long-term outcomes, the study shows a modest advantage for IRF in motor functional and health status gains for hip replacement, yet showing no differences for knee replacement\(^{(120)}\). In terms of other resources use (further rehabilitation and other healthcare services), it was revealed that patients discharged from both settings received considerable amount of follow-up care, which highlights the need to look also comprehensively ahead of post-acute setting on costs and resource utilization\(^{(121)}\).

By characterizing services, the study was able to determine the difference in the therapy patterns, and in the length of stay (LOS) - showing greater variation among SNFs than among IRFs, which had shorter and less variable LOS, more intensive therapy and provision of more occupational therapy\(^{(110)}\).

After DeJong and colleagues’ study, the same subject was addressed in another study - but only with functional outcomes as focus - in case also considering home-healthcare option. It was found direct discharge to home care was the optimal strategy for patients after total joint replacement surgery if they were healthy and had social support. While for sicker patients, availability of 24-hour medical and nursing care may be needed, but intensive therapy services did not seem to provide additional improvement\(^{(122)}\).
Beyond settings, there is important to look beyond towards gaining understanding of the elements within settings enhancing outcomes – the active ingredients\(^{(111)}\).

### 4.4 Research using routine PAC Rehabilitation practice-data:

There are some problems with the implementation of rehabilitation Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) that relates with the large number of people excluded from trials; small number of people with some neurological conditions making RCTs non-viable; or even some apparent difficulties in using randomization to allocate subjects to alternative treatments\(^{(123; 124)}\). In addition, there is not enough money or time to examine each treatment step or combination of treatments exclusively using RCTs, which cannot provide comprehensive information about the interaction among treatment variables in complex interventions - just one intervention or one set of interventions tested.

Finally, due the RCTs sample selection restraints, their findings have no external validity for patients with co-morbid and multi-determined conditions, and less when treated by concomitant multi-disciplinary interventions of PAC Rehabilitation\(^{(125; 126)}\). Thereby, other research-design alternatives might also play a significant role for the enhancement of PAC Rehabilitation evidence knowledge\(^{(125)}\).

#### 4.4.1 Practice-Based Evidence (PBE) methodology

Practice-based evidence (PBE) methodology (or clinical practice improvement studies), provide information about the effectiveness of multiple and complex combinations of interventions in real-practice with heterogenic patients and heterogenic practices\(^{(126; 127)}\).

Routine practice-data about patient, process and outcomes variables could be comprehensively and uniformly collected, registered, stored and processed in a central database. Indeed, it is possible to use heterogeneity of practice-based data (characteristic of PAC Rehabilitation care) to produce practice-based evidence and comparative effectiveness research (CER) for alternative care-pathways, highlighting the most effective/efficient patterns of care\(^{(84; 127; 126)}\).
The evidence coming from RCTs is still advocated as a major approach for the rehabilitation research \(^{(128; 129)}\). However, PBE methodology does not aim to replace RCTs. Indeed, the best answers about how to enhance rehabilitation outcomes would be likely to come from a combination and integration of RCTs and PBR/E methods \(^{(123; 130)}\), since PBE/R methods can be used both as hypothesis-testing, as hypothesis generation for the heavy and more costly RCTs to test \(^{(126)}\). In summary, RCTs and PBE/R can respectively become the ‘red highways’ and the ‘blue highways’ in their complementary roles in a rehabilitation research roadmap \(^{(131)}\).

The PBE methodology was used in two major studies of PAC Rehabilitation, in case applied to stroke rehabilitation \(^{(68)}\), coming to results challenging conventional wisdom such as the earlier and more aggressive therapy producing better results even in more severe patients \(^{(116)}\); and applied to spinal cord injury yet to present final results \(^{(84; 112)}\). There is also in progress a study for traumatic brain injury rehabilitation \(^{(126)}\).

Inherent to the PBE methodology, there is a need for a great and early active involvement of reference practitioners on different study sites. Such involvement is needed to: define questions and hypothesis to be tested; define possible confounders, patients, outcomes variables to be included; define possible actionable treatment variables \(^{(127)}\), define comprehensive treatment taxonomies; as well as to define the collection process, including the documentation and modus operandi of registering information at the point-of-care (POC) for each rehabilitation discipline \(^{(85; 94)}\).

Critically, there was a need to develop taxonomy of multidisciplinary professionals’ interventions because of a previous absence of uniform or widely recognized classification of intervention for the professions involved. Such absence – contrasting with the classification for general nursing activities - is pointed as a major gap the rehabilitation field needs to address. We are unable to determine the active ingredients if we are unable to classify them \(^{(132)}\).

The involvement of providers in study definitions, and the results revealing real-world interventions effectiveness (and mostly interventions combinations) on multiple sub-sets of real-world patients, might promote compliance with study requisites, and later uptake of the conclusions – the ultimate research intent \(^{(94; 127)}\). For instance, effective uptake or adoption of a PBE study conclusions in long-term care improved in up to 65% the prevention of
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ulcers pressures development, which is a very interesting number for predictive validity of the methodology in terms of practice improvement (133).

4.4.2 PAC Rehabilitation Practice-Based Research Networks (PACR-PBRNs)

PBE studies in the PAC Rehabilitation already done (68; 112) - as on-going mentioned PBE study for traumatic brain injury rehabilitation - represent illustrative examples of Practice-Based Research Networks (PBRN) - or in other words PAC Rehabilitation Practice-Based Research Networks (PACR-PBRNs).

Indeed, the studies occurred in multi-site practices, distant in geography, with the support researchers within these sites, and an overarching central methodological support for overall research planning, development analysis and reporting of results and conclusions - yet in close collaboration with leading practitioners in the field.

Despite established across sites distant in geography, those networks were aggregated by the content: rehabilitation of a condition. Many other contents or more specific contents within the rehabilitation of these conditions (e.g. a particular functional-related group (134; 135); cognitive, psychosocial, vocational aspects of rehabilitation, among many others) could represent a content aggregator for more fruitful PAC-PBRNs become established in a long-term, in order to develop other or more focused PBE studies helping to open the rehabilitation ‘black-box’.

As the era of electronic records become widespread, it is easier and even less costly to develop such PBE studies in networks. For large sample sizes it costs about 20 times less than RCTs), without necessarily causing disruption in the routine practice (126).

PAC-PBRNs could develop studies not only on a PBE basis, but also for instance about testing the introduction of innovations into practice, for instance using practical clinical trials (136; 137); or developing knowledge from best practices research (138), or being more actively involved in developing practice-improvement solutions with suppliers (e.g. HIT) and consumers, as outlined in the 2nd review.
4.4.3 Rehabilitation Research Using Practice-Data from Large Databases

Using yet existent central databases for health-services and outcomes-research purposes is a developing trend in PAC Rehabilitation research. For instance a great purpose for ‘The Center for Rehabilitation Research using Large Datasets’ (http://rehabsciences.utmb.edu/r24/welcomeVideo.asp) is to train rehabilitation outcomes researchers in the intricacies of working with an estimated 30 to 50 large rehabilitation databases sub-optimally addressed by secondary research analyses.

One of the major databases is the Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation (UDSMR), being the source for many wide-scale rehabilitation studies yet developed. For instance, UDSMR-based benchmarked information, compared along time, is periodically used on rehabilitation outcomes research on treated conditions such: hip fracture (139), traumatic brain injury (140), or stroke (141).

4.5 Measurement capability

Enhancing the measurement capability mostly for outcomes research is a major active research field. It is expected that with adequate measurement of the major rehabilitation outcomes it is possible to develop studies looking to define the most active ingredients of PAC Rehabilitation for different sub-set of rehabilitation populations.

Many valid and reliable instruments exist for this area, but it is intended the development of ‘gold standard’ instruments that are not only valid and reliable, but also sensitive to treatment differences, feasible in routine practice application, and able to achieve conceptual, operational and measurement properties for uniform use across sites, studies and quality-initiatives, favoring comparability of results.

The FIM$^\text{TM}$ instrument comes close to a ‘gold standard’ in rehabilitation for measuring the levels of functional recovery in motor and cognitive domains, fitting within the concept of Activity (1$^{st}$ review), being often a primary outcomes measure used in rehabilitation studies. However, a more recent CAT-based instrument is already available towards measuring activity (74).
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With regards to Participation measurement, despite existence of many instruments, yet systematically compared with each other \(^{(142; 143)}\), there is however a lot a more controversy in conceptual delimitation, operationalization and therefore measurement within such construct \(^{(78; 144; 145)}\). This is an issue the International Classification of Functioning \(^{(146)}\) is not able to resolve due the ambiguous operational distinction among Activity and Participation \(^{(147; 148; 149)}\).

For instance, there is some controversy in the appropriate measurement approach for Participation, underpinned in some doubts about the ability to consider the construct in psychometric and hierarchic terms, or mostly in a clinimetric perspective, or even by conceptualizing it in its objective and subjective/perceived dimensions \(^{(76; 77; 78)}\), with more recent efforts to achieve more consensual measures \(^{(150; 151; 152)}\).

5) Rehabilitation Educational Community

The role of education entities for quality of care - those educating rehabilitation providers - is not much different of those mentioned in the 2nd review for general healthcare. For instance, taking the example of medicine and the physiatrists’ residency training, they follow the same input for the accreditation of medical residency programs - six ACGME competencies \(^{(153)}\). The physical medicine and rehabilitation residency programs try to adapt activities to fit the transversal ACGME requirements.

Adaptation has been seen particularly directed towards the typically less addressed ACGME domains - domains in actual great need for a quality transformational change - meaning the practice-based learning and improvement, and the systems-based practice domains. Physical and medicine and rehabilitation residency program directors recognize these dimensions create more struggle to teach and evaluate \(^{(154)}\).

Some years after the acknowledgement of these gaps - specifically in the case of systems-based practice - it still remains a shared notion among physiatrists’ residents that these important issues are still not sufficiently or effectively addressed in physical medicine and rehabilitation residency training \(^{(155)}\). In the more recent years, these domains were
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becoming targets for training, reflected in assessment and in the annual national self-examination for residents\(^{(156)}\).

Below, we follow the same sub-headings of the 2nd review for core competencies in need for quality, supported by activities and research specifically addressing the education or training of rehabilitation providers.

5.1 Evidence-Based Practice (EBP)

In physical medicine and rehabilitation, the issue of applying an evidence-based practice, at least in the simplest direct way, is advocated as quite more challenging - and sometimes unable to be done - due the complex network of variables involved in the rehabilitation patient care. Therefore, it is defended an individualization of evidence-based knowledge to fit with patients’ needs, for instance with the physiatrists performing the clinical reasoning role\(^{(157)}\).

As highlighted by the rehabilitation ‘black-box’ phenomena, there is a lack of evidence-base for the evidence-based practice; therefore the education for evidence-based rehabilitation practitioners is affected by knowledge constrains.

In physiatrists’ residency\(^{(158)}\), reading habits are not much different from the practice physiatrists – both inferior of the academic physiatrists\(^{(159)}\). It reinforces the idea of less interest for research evidence for practice and training, than for academics.

Among occupational therapy education, there is literature claiming for EBP-educational approaches that contemplates the context of a busy practice\(^{(160)}\), and within multi-faceted continuous professional development activities\(^{(161)}\). Indeed, an educational initiative for practicing occupational therapists was able to markedly improve their EBP knowledge and skills. However it did not change the EBP behavior. The conclusion is that other behavioral determinants (e.g. attitudes towards EBP) also need to be addressed by training\(^{(162)}\).

With an improved EBP practice, it is advocated that occupational therapy students would also benefit of having clinical teachers more able to do EBP, thereby promoting such student EBP development through modeling and experiential learning\(^{(163; 164)}\),
corroborating the notion that EBP-learning occurs mostly in practice situations supported by clinical teachers as for instance supported in the 2nd review.

Within physical therapy EBP-education, a systematic review reveals a growing yet modest number of published initiatives in EBP-training, as compared to occupational therapy (165). Since there is already an instrument validated for assessing physical therapists’ EBP knowledge and skills (166), it is expected that these initiatives to be raised and more effectively measured. In addition, the systematic review results also suggest the use of active, multi-component knowledge-translation interventions to enhance knowledge and EBP behaviors as compared with passive dissemination strategies (165), something also recognizable for the scope of general healthcare.

We should additionally note that Occupational Therapy (http://www.otseeker.com/) and Physiotherapy (http://www.pedro.org.au/) have web-based databases to ensure an accessible evidence-based (systematic reviews and clinical trials) information pertinent to their practice, which could be used by professionals and students, or ideally both at the same time. This is a kind of tool that can be fostered its use by EBP courses or training.

In summary, inter-professional EBP courses can be provided for allied healthcare and rehabilitation students with the ability to improve knowledge, skills, and confidence for EBP. However a course cannot change, at least if not addressing psychosocial constructs of behavioral change, the attitudes and behaviors towards EBP. In addition, there were no further assessments of such inter-professional EBP course on further EBP professional behaviors – a desirable outcome and a further research step to be taken (167).

5.2 Patient-centered competencies

As supported in our 1st review and particularly 1st review – part B, the communication, interpersonal relationship and partnership competencies (the basis of patient-centered competencies) are scarcely touched in the specialty PAC Rehabilitation literature - at least specifically adapted to the rehabilitation unique scope. It happens also for the education of these competencies in rehabilitation students.

For instance, while in physiotherapists’ curricula there could be often used modules for general healthcare communication training - and yet with an increasing focus on
experiential learning – it is still recognized a low base of empirical and specific applied communication knowledge to underpin the ideal state of education with such regards: something yet to be achieved\(^{(168)}\).

In occupational therapy there is a strong professional theoretical focus on client-centered approaches, with roots in Canadian Model of Occupational Performance, thereby with educational focus on such intrinsic aspect of occupational therapy practice\(^{(169)}\). The client-centered approach represents overarching professional principles, transversal to the wide range of occupational therapy. However, it does not reach interprofessional soundness and shared recognition among rehabilitation professionals. Moreover, it only recently received a measurement solution for educational initiatives\(^{(170)}\), thus yet lacking solid empiric foundations as educational strategies targeting patient-centered care.

Perhaps the great exception on quantitative studies for rehabilitation professionals at this specific patient-centered and communication level would the Sliwa and colleagues paper\(^{(171)}\). It outlines a specific physiatrists residents’ training study addressing rehabilitation-specific communication skills. In the study, authors preliminarily shaped the specific and unique scope of communication with patients undergoing rehabilitation. As measured by an adapted questionnaire, the training was able to produce more patients’ perceived improvement precisely on those items with more specific rehabilitation content. It calls for the need of specific rehabilitation approaches, instead of just providing general communication and patient-centered educational approaches.

Finally, patient-centered competencies could be also a target of the so-called interprofessional educational initiatives, particularly the emerging interprofessional training wards (IPWs - 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) review). For instance, the patient-centered competencies could be learned in the IPWs through the use patients’ narratives as a source of applied patient-centered education and training content\(^{(172)}\).

5.3 Interdisciplinary teamwork competencies

The interprofessional education initiatives, mostly (IPTWs), could address teamwork education, and beyond, an inter-disciplinary teamwork education, particularly if using methods of structuring communication for interprofessional teamwork\(^{(173)}\).
Indeed rehabilitation, being interdisciplinary in its essence, presents as one of the suitable healthcare fields for the application of IPTWs (174; 175; 176; 177), being one of those which can most benefit of it in terms of interdisciplinary teamwork competencies (178). IPTWs in rehabilitation field shows it could remain a more cost-effective solution than traditional training wards (177). It addition, it represents an approach that generally receives enhanced appreciation from students (175; 179), as well as from the patients being treated under the IPTWs in comparison with traditional wards (179).

As outlined in the 2nd review, there is a need for more solid research evidence, but the IPTWs baseline idea and preliminary available data sounds promising. It would make this training approach suitable for enhancing trainees’ interdisciplinary teamwork competencies as applied to the rehabilitation field.

5.4 Quality and safety improvement education

Quality-improvement and safety-improvement competencies, which are acquired mostly through experiential learning (2nd review), seem to be barely touched by professional education of rehabilitation practitioners. For instance, physiotherapy clinical teachers in training wards rarely employ such kind of learning. Primarily it would relate with their own lack of quality-improvement competencies and habits, thus an inability to proportionate rehabilitation students with experiential learning about it (180).

Quality- and safety-improvement education could consist on initiatives based on team-project model, where trainees have a team-responsibility (ideally interdisciplinary) with the senior practitioners to entirely develop and deploy and improvement initiatives, supported by in-time seminars and coaching (181; 182; 183).

The optimal places for such type multi-target quality, safety and improvement educational activities take place would be the clinical education rounds and residency programs. These are the places where these initiatives can be made more closely to the practice requirements, as simultaneously fulfilling senior practitioners’ quality-improvement goals; while at the same time accomplishing trainees’ educational goals for safety- and quality-improvement (184; 185; 186).
In summary, as highlighted in the 2nd review; the development of quality- and safety-improvement competencies would benefit of being made at the same time by practitioners and students under the same improvement project in practice, accomplishing practice, continuing education and professional educational goals within the same quality- and safety-improvement regards.

C) MACRO-SYSTEM LEVEL

In the 2nd review, we developed a perspective of the new re-designing features undergoing in the US reforms for general health/healthcare delivering. Structural changes in the way general healthcare delivering is reimbursed, planned, designed, organized, and delivered will have natural consequences in the way Post-Acute (PAC) Rehabilitation will be also reimbursed, planned, designed, organized and also delivered.

Therefore, at this macro-system level, we had a different synthesis organization. We begin to overview the major features for same level presented at the 2nd review, progressively exposing the implications for the PAC Rehabilitation specific context, literature services and care. Thereafter, we briefly outline the actual organization of the US PAC Rehabilitation services (including the weaknesses), then exploring proposed possibilities for the re-organization of US PAC Rehabilitation services.

1) Organizational Role for Quality: Implications for PAC Rehabilitation

PAC Rehabilitation teams, units, or services are often part of a larger healthcare organizations such a hospital, a group of facilities, or a network of providers like an integrated delivery system of a unique or shared ownership; or alternatively constituting them-selves an healthcare organization, such as some free-standing settings.
1.1 Overview of the healthcare organizations role for quality (2nd review based)

Healthcare organizations, of any type, should develop and implement their own internal quality-assurance programs: fostered by accreditation entities; informed by external quality-monitoring; and stimulated by external policies such quality-aligned reimbursement, and public-reporting of quality-information.

Obviously, the mainstream of healthcare organizations will only pursue their internal quality programs or journeys – at least with an optimized and long-term commitment - if external stimulus are well-aligned, resulting in an unequivocal positive business-case for investing resources and attention on internal quality-journeys. Thus, we can easily get a perspective of the critical importance of achieving optimal alignment of incentives from external-level stakeholders - as well as engaging consumers’ active role for quality - before developing organizational interventions if the aim is to produce a health/healthcare system results\(^{187; 188}\).

Assuming it is achieved the idealized external level scenario for quality, turning the business-case unequivocally positive (yet far from being achieved for the US, as highlighted in the 2\(^{nd}\) review); all healthcare organizations will want to pursue their own optimal organizational quality-journey: working on the structural conditions supporting quality-improvement can optimally occur.

These structural conditions were highlighted in-depth in the 2\(^{nd}\) review. Herein, we just recall it includes: an organizational culture and committed leadership for quality and quality-investments; quality-aligned human resources and rewarding policies; the own organizational structure design and levels accountability for quality (e.g. service-lines organization with micro- and meso-systems levels of accountability); internal performance information systems; as finally the quality-improvement decision-making process (e.g. top-down or bottom-up approaches).

A congruent management of such organizational attributes - shaped by macro-organizational strategy, organizational quality-strategy, and available resources - sets the tone for the way quality-improvement initiatives will be developed within a healthcare organization, resulting in the best achievable organizational contribute to the quality of care consumers receive: a quality-supportive macro-system\(^{189; 190}\).
1.2 Re-design organizational structure for quality: applied advantages for PAC Rehabilitation

Overviewed features represent the supportive organizational role for quality and quality-initiatives. Those are macro-system properties for quality irrespective of healthcare settings, thus also considered herein, applied to the of PAC Rehabilitation services. However, one of the mentioned features can be particularly advantageous for the PAC Rehabilitation services. That relates with re-designing organizational structure and the empowerment of accountability for quality and quality-improvement given to the levels of micro- and meso-systems of care - more close to the ‘ground-level’ of care delivered.

1.2.1 Micro-systems & PAC Rehabilitation

As outlined in the 2nd review, it is emerging a structural organizational (re-)design tending to attribute more accountability for performance/development of specific quality-improvement initiatives to the levels more close to the front-line: primarily through performance/quality-accountable clinical micro-systems structures; and in a second time/degree, for meso-systems structures accountable for service-lines that cut across micro-systems of care within and across organizational borders.

Indeed, in the perspective of clinical micro-system as the building blocks for quality-improvement initiatives (191), the micro-system should be responsible and accountable to the tasks of plan, design, implement and evaluate their services, care and specific quality-improvement initiatives: it happens despite quality-improvement initiatives that are infrastructural and/or transversal to all organization, or even technically supported for instance QI-departments, or information technology departments.

With planning and designing focus on clinical micro-systems, those quality-improvement initiatives would be responsive to contextualized field-knowledge the front-line practitioners hold. This is for instance related with the specific needs and preferences of their target population, local applied circumstances, the intricacies of the micro-system attributes, surrounding external relations, and finally the specificity, complexity and individualized scope of care in a particular healthcare area (191).
As supported in our 1st review, PAC Rehabilitation care as a quite distinct scope comparing with other healthcare areas: in terms of their paradigm, classification, multi-dimensionality of outcomes determinants (biopsychosocial rather than simply biomedical); resulting in an highly variable, complex, inter-disciplinary and individualized process scope, yet undetermined by the lack of knowledge of this active ingredients - as highlighted by the so-called ‘rehabilitation black box’ (68). Therefore, the advantages of an organizational structure with performance/quality-improvement accountability on micro-systems can be particularly suitable in this specialty, as it becomes emerging in PAC Rehabilitation literature (56; 90).

Picking the example of the applied PAC Rehabilitation ‘quality paradox’ (Background), it highlights the non-effectiveness and unintended effects of organizational quality-improvement programs applied to PAC Rehabilitation services (54). An underlying reasons behind such applied ‘quality paradox’ relates with quality-improvement programs - top-down imposed – being quality/safety improvement initiatives of general scope narrowly applied in the PAC Rehabilitation field, without taking account the specific rehabilitation (micro-system) improvement needs and perspectives.

Such top-down and typically general hospital-based quality-improvement initiatives, non-specific or non-tailored to PAC Rehabilitation, are devalued by who shall apply them into routine practice: the PAC Rehabilitation front-line practitioners (54).

In synthesis, the re-design of an organizational structure focused in micro-systems as accountable building blocks for performance and quality-improvement can make sense in the case of PAC Rehabilitation: transforming the naturally formed interdisciplinary rehabilitation teams into micro-systems that represent an organizational structure accountable their own, and specifically-framed, performance/quality-improvement.

1.2.2 Micro- and Meso-systems & PAC Rehabilitation

Clinical micro-systems represent the smallest unit of healthcare delivering and the building blocks for quality-initiatives. However patients - mostly grouped into (sub-)populations with similar needs - often require a set or sequence of services from more than a clinical micro-system. Therefore, it has been emerging the need for planning and designing
‘service-lines’ that integrate a set of inter-linked micro-systems: those that respond to contingent and sequential needs of a determined (sub-)population. The organizational structure that leads, accounts for and coordinates such ‘service-lines’ are called as meso-systems.

Such emerging meso-system structures (for instance represented by a specified leader/coordinator) are accountable for the planning and performance/quality-improvement in its respective ‘service-line’. The meso-system leader uses their accountability to directly reporting to the senior management structure (192).

But the meso-systems accountability does not mitigate the micro-systems accountability. Micro-systems (through its leadership) remain fully accountable for the performance and quality-improvement of their own building block. What happens differently for the micro-system elements and leadership is that despite reaming accountable for own performance/quality-improvement, each micro-system structure needs to contribute to ‘service-lines’ performance/quality-improvement, as managed and coordinated by the respective meso-system structure (65; 193; 194).

Such second level of micro-systems contribution and accountability (for the service-lines they make part of) is in practice a multi-level contribution since a same micro-system structure can make part - and contribute to the planning performance/quality-improvement - of several different service-lines as planned and managed by meso-systems structures within a overhead organization. The meso-systems leadership shall foster the needed collaboration among constitutive micro-systems building blocks.

Being a recently emerging theme in healthcare (192), we do not have too many examples available in the literature for the development and implementation of meso-system structures accountable for service-lines, and even less involving PAC Rehabilitation service. But PAC Rehabilitation is inherently a part of a ‘service-line’ for acute episodes of care requiring post-acute care and rehabilitation, then long-term or follow-up care.

Indeed, post-acute care (PAC) means exactly a type of care that comes after acute-care needs and before the need for long-term, outpatient, follow-up care, or community care. Therefore PAC Rehabilitation inherently embedded in the middle of a ‘service-line’ for patients after ‘acute-episodes of care’ (10; 61).
The advancement that has been made for introducing bundled payments for acute-episodes of care (above exposed in payers section) can be an important external level input for organizations to formally establish accountable meso-systems’ structures: developed from previous micro-systems structures as organizational building blocks.

In one of the few papers that illustrate the application of meso-systems as accountable organizational structures (65), the exemplified case includes the cardiac rehabilitation micro-system services (a type of a PAC Rehabilitation service) within a ‘service-line’, managed by a formally established and emerging meso-system structure, that covered a sequence of inpatient/outpatient patients needs after a percutaneous cardiac intervention.

The examples available are yet just scarce, but the approach seems promising in the way that it addresses the major quality gaps of efficiency and coordination among the multiple services, enhancing a patient-centric quality for episode of case within delimited sub-populations. It matches with a major in-development payment trends that precisely aim to close those mentioned quality gaps (61), and it traduces care integration into a redesigned organizational architecture - accountable for performance/quality-improvement along the care continuum.

2) Redesigning Services Across Organizational Borders: Implications for PAC Rehabilitation

We were referring to the formation of service-lines composed by different micro-systems within the scope of a single healthcare organization. However, as optimally defined, those service-lines - and the meso-systems structures accountable for them – can be framed beyond macro-system organizational boarders. It happens mostly for the US, in which healthcare is provided by multiple organizations of different ownership.

2.1 Service-lines/Meso-systems that cut across organizations

There are healthcare organizations that own or manage an integrated delivery system constituted by all micro-systems needed to produce a clinical service-line for a certain sub-
population. In that case, a clinical service-line can be exclusively covered within the borders of a same healthcare organization and their owned macro-system management structure. Although there are good examples of it (190; 191; 195), it is far from being the mainstream in the US.

For several other cases, there are small or more focused healthcare organizations that do not manage all the micro-system structures needed to establish a clinical service-line and a respective meso-system structure for a continuum of sub-population needs. It requires coming out of the exiting healthcare organizational borders, as well as having some entity leading, coordinating or at least activating such macro-collaborative and integrative process across organizations: a ‘macro-integrator’ below overviewed.

2.2 Inter-organizational service-lines promoted by a ‘macro-integrator’

The establishment of inter-organizational service-lines and respective meso-system structures - cutting across organizational borders - can be facilitated by an overarching structure called as the ‘macro-integrator’ (188); a fundamental concept for the US healthcare delivering reform we previously highlighted in the 2nd review.

Recalling, the concept of the ‘macro-integrator’ does not refer to any type existent entity in specific; rather it refers to an overarching macro-structure which is accountable for quality and efficiency of care delivered to sub-populations within the limits of a specific community, local or region. Such organization shall have strong values centered on healthcare quality promotion, yet enough local influence to perform the overarching, activation and aggregative role of a ‘macro-integrator’.

The role of the ‘macro-integrator’ - as supported and legitimated by an aligned external payment policy - will be on planning for the whole services needed for a delimitated sub-population (common characteristics) within a covered geography. Such entity would be accountable for allocating resources, thereby distributing the focus and investment for the most timely and cost-effective services or operations (e.g. primary care instead of high-technology acute care for the same sub-population need), but also by coordinating the intersections among healthcare organizations, in order to organize the continuum of care for sub-populations.
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By the highlighted reasons, such ‘macro-integrator’ will be in optimal position to support the establishment of clinical inter-organizational service-lines, and respective meso-systems structures, contributing for the optimal healthcare regional system performance, quality and efficiency.

2.3 Macro-integrator role for integrating local community sectors/services: Implications for PAC Rehabilitation

To achieve their overarching quality and efficiency purposes, at a regional level, the action of macro-integrators should go far beyond the clinical emphasis we have been attributing to service-lines and respective meso-systems structures. They should additionally integrate the action of stakeholders of all other health-related community sectors, forming extended service-lines, including clinical service-lines and other services and resources available at the community level.

For instance, before a patient could need services from a clinical service-line (e.g. for an acute episode of care) the ‘macro-integrator’ shall be working collaboratively with non-healthcare stakeholders’ sectors and services: such as public health and health promotion entities, as well as police-makers. ‘Macro-integrators’ should use a systems thinking rationale to plan for integrated programs, projects and services that will be able to diminish the incidence of acute care cases: originating better community health with less healthcare expenditures (188; 196; 197).

Following the clinical service-lines (e.g. for acute episodes), the ‘macro-integrator’ should also promote the optimal planned options for community integration and support after discharge from clinical service-lines: in order to promote long-term outcomes such function, participation, health-related quality-of-life (macro/ultimate-outcomes of our 1st review) - a matter of particular interest for PAC Rehabilitation as we below present.

2.3.1 Linking rehabilitation services to community sectors/services

More directly related with a rehabilitation paradigm, and mostly a community-based rehabilitation paradigm (198), the activity of the ‘macro-integrator’ following clinical acute
service-lines shall also be directed to plan and articulate with a large range of other community sectors and services to increase the complex overall quality of care persons with disability receive from health/healthcare system (17); as well as to prevent long-term disability (199; 200).

The goal is to enhance immediate function, but also community participation, employment and quality of life as long-term targets of rehabilitation. Such macro/delayed outcomes perspective is supported in our 1st review, being one of the pillars guiding the action of US National Institutes on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR): the major PAC Rehabilitation research funder entity in the US (201).

If we consider that ‘macro-integrators’ will be benchmarking and competing with other from other communities - on basis of whole system overarching measures (202), regarding quality, efficiency and value-based competition (89) - the PAC Rehabilitation providers would be stimulated by those ‘macro-integrators’ to actively collaborate with available local community services in planning and making arrangements for typical community-supportive needs after PAC Rehabilitation discharge (203; 204; 205).

As promoted and supported by the ‘macro-integrator’ role - accountable for system-level health results - such extended PAC Rehabilitation planning embracing after-discharge solutions shall systematically promote long-term community-related outcomes such participation or quality of life (11). It represents an expansion of the PAC Rehabilitation planning for out of the PAC Rehabilitation clinical scope: in concrete to the community levels and services that represent the place (or supportive means) for community long-term outcomes to happen or being achieved. This is an operational way of intervening, by planning, in the ICF environmental outcomes (144; 145).

2.4 ‘Micro-integrator’: integrating care at a patient level, including PAC Rehabilitation

So far, we have been focusing attention at highlighting inter-organizational arrangements for clinical service-lines and well-planned integrated services that go beyond the specific scope clinical services: encompassing system arrangements with community sectors and services, by planning services to community sub-populations.
But in complement to planning services/service-lines to a sub-population within a delimited geography; there is also a need to coordinate care at an individual patient level, facilitating patient individual navigation into an actual fragmented US healthcare system\(^{(206)}\). This is a role attributed to a ‘micro-integrator’ \(^{(188)}\), for instance fitting with the principles of a Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH)\(^{(207)}\).

The PAC Rehabilitation services should communicate with the patient’s PCMH (the contrary could be also needed) as with any other service treating that patient. But particularly after an acute episode of care, the PAC Rehabilitation services could provide important information, guidance or advice for possible or desirable medium/long-term paths to follow within each particular patient situation. Such approach could be framed within a comprehensive yet brief discharge plan covering the patients and caregivers remaining difficulties and fragilities \(^{(204; 205; 208)}\), as well as supporting navigation and transition options \(^{(11; 203)}\), but in this case using the PCMH as a critical ally in the process, facilitating the implementation and mostly the long-term monitoring of what is recommended after PAC Rehabilitation discharge.

This is something that could be easily non-complied with a lack of adequate communication/coordinated processes among acute and primary care services, putting quality safety and continuity of patient care at risk \(^{(204; 209)}\).

### 3) Solutions for Reorganizing the US PAC Rehabilitation Services

At this point, we focus on possible pathways or solutions in a needed reorganization of the US PAC Rehabilitation services, made around quality and efficiency perspective for the whole healthcare system.

Like happening for general healthcare delivering, fragmentation of services and care is a major deficit also in PAC Rehabilitation. Current post-acute care in the US is recognizably chaotic, confusing, costly and less than clinically optimal \(^{(8; 210)}\).

As we begin to expose in Background; a major underlying cause of fragmentation is about PAC Rehabilitation appearing disaggregated by PAC-services type (LTCHs; IRFs; SNFs; HHAs). These services types, or settings, have their own regulation, claims requirements,
payment models, and quality-monitoring systems based on different and incompatible sets of performance/quality-assessment measures (8; 62).

The fragmentation of PAC Rehabilitation services not only limits the ability to compare pathways for sub-populations being served by those different settings, as it also may imply several admissions and discharges for other settings in other organizations. It hinders the longitudinal coordination of PAC Rehabilitation care, including optimal transitions along episodes. In summary, such system represents a provider-based model instead of patient-centric organizational model, thus it needs to be changed (8).

Major integrative changes in the way PAC services are organized will come in the following years embedded within an ongoing general healthcare delivering reform - attached to the mainstream introduction of the already mentioned CARE tool, uniformly applied to PAC settings. After revealed the data of actually undergoing demonstration with the CARE tool, (PAC- PRD) Post Acute Care Payment Reform Demonstration project (http://www.pacdemo.rti.org/), some political definitions will become to appear in terms of completely redefine the way PAC Rehabilitation care will be planned, designed and managed at a macro-system level. Until there, possible solutions for reorganization of PAC Rehabilitation are being proposed.

Below we describe a proposal recently released by the American Medical Rehabilitation Providers Association for the claimed re-organization, with their inherent potential advantages and limitations. Additionally, we should also taking account it comes from a representative of a directly interested part in the results of such needed re-organization, with potential conflicts of interest.

1.1 Creating a Continuing Care Hospital structure: concept and (dis)advantages

The Continuing Care Hospital (CCH) would be an amalgam of the hospital-based PAC settings currently described as: Long-Term Care Hospitals (LTCHs), Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities (IRFs), and Hospital-based Skilling Nursing Facilities (HSNFs) that are organized, at least in part, to deliver rehabilitation therapy programs. As proposed, The CCH would also provide or coordinate home health and outpatient rehabilitation services for patients who need them after discharge (50).
The CCH could be an actual building (a hospital offering some or all three levels of care) or a virtual entity (an organization that provides three levels of PAC Rehabilitation in more than one building or unit, but under a same management structure). The CCH would account for the intensity of services provided, patient complexity and need for care by physicians and nurses and other professionals and services. The facility would admit the patient, and the clinical staff would place the patient in the appropriate specific unit or building (which might resemble today’s LTCH), and move the patient from setting (what today looks like an IRH/U) to setting (what today looks like an HSNF) as clinical needs dictated - all within a single payment. This is similar in principle to how an acute hospital admits a patient to the ER; transfers them to an ICU; moves them to an OR; cares for them in a recovery room; transfers back to an ICU; then to a ward, and finally to discharge.

Creating and using performance and quality measures would be a key and critical component of this model. As the ICD-10 coding system becomes adopted, the parallel adoption of the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Function (ICF) should also be pursued. Use of performance measures would allow development of payment methods rewarding institutions that constantly achieve better risk-adjusted medical and functional outcomes, probably requiring longer lengths of stay.

Within the concept paper, it is additionally proposed that the payment system provide a good weight on bonuses for outcomes (in a state of maturation); as well as providers would only be allowed to care for certain types of patients if they demonstrated the ability to provide care, as defined by law and regulation, met specific program standards of care, and demonstrated a minimum level outcomes.

1.1.1 Disadvantages of the proposed CCH

Among major disadvantages of CCH model - at least in the way conceptually proposed – we might mention it only accounts for PAC and subsequent care, not including the acute-care. If not added complementary incentives, the CCH or other entity receiving the bundle (controlling the payment) would have inherent incentives to manage the money, using the owned available facilities, putting access in jeopardy, and promoting competition among subsequent facilities (e.g. SNF; HHA and outpatient providers) on the basis of price rather than service quality or value.
Finally, an important limitation is that consumers might not have the possibility to choose one provider and then a different provider for a subsequent level. That is the opposite of the consumer-centered quality, advocated for healthcare and for the PAC Rehabilitation\textsuperscript{(211)}. This is because it eliminates the critical role of quality-informed choice for providers\textsuperscript{(212)}, as we begin to outline in consumers section.

D) MICRO-SYSTEM LEVEL

We now embrace the features for quality and quality-initiatives in PAC Rehabilitation micro-system services and care, following an equivalent structure of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review.

1) Coordination within PAC Rehabilitation Micro-systems

PAC Rehabilitation services and care can be pro-actively planned for sub-populations (mostly based on feed-back data); coordinated in care for each patient (based on feed-forward registries and easy access to information); and by improving the team-process (team operational proceeding and underlying relationships).

1.1.1 Planning PAC Rehabilitation micro-system services and care

As supported in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} review, the first way of improving care coordination is by proactively planning and designing micro-system services, care and workflow. Such planning would be made at least for most prevalent situations and conditions, yet opening space for individualized clinical care.

Planning micro-systems services and workflow for higher coordination, efficiency and quality of services and care shall be underpinned by frontline-based solutions, but also with a solid basis of information or data about services, characteristics of sub-populations
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attended, demand variations, as well as patients’ and families’ needs, perceptions, values and preferences for services and care.

As outlined in the 2nd review, planning an internal information and data-collection system - added to externally-required information and monitoring system - would furnish critical feedback on clinical and management data for further PAC Rehabilitation services planning.

A critical step for the rehabilitation process and care-planning is the collaborative, patient-centered, and interdisciplinary goal-setting process (31; 213; 214; 215; 216) – which among other things would represent a first step for enhancing care coordination within micro-system (217; 218), ideally using a common classification/language such the ICF (219).

Indeed, it is recognizable that team care goals is a first step for an effective coordination along the rehabilitation process, however there is greater difficulty in define exactly how to make it (220), with areas of consensus and controversies (216). Exactly how to make such process should become a priori defined by each PAC Rehabilitation micro-system: although research evidence does not bring yet conclusive answers for the whole of this process (216; 220).

For instance, in a very recent systematic review, collaborative and patient-centered goal-setting/planning practice appears with low prevalence in practice, also due a series of practical and systemic constrains: one of the barriers is exactly not having solid evidence of the impact for care and outcomes of patient-centered goal-setting processes (221), other barrier is the fact of healthcare system policies are not aligned with such principles, which bring clinicians to a difficult task of balancing patient-centered care decisions and meet perceived professional responsibilities that might act against (222).

Predicting the type and grade of macro functional-outcomes achievable after rehabilitation is also another complex task that varies according to a great number of factors, but it shall remain a task for both - the rehabilitation professionals and the patient/family to a achieve in an active partnership reflected along care (28; 223). For instance, while professionals bring a technical background for the goal setting and care planning process: according to an assessment of a rehabilitation potential (224); patients and families need to bring value and meaningfulness for directing rehabilitation goals matching with person’s life goals (32; 225). Such collaborative process should start with exploration of patients’ life story, self-reported
needs, existential struggle and the level of expectations and information needs at the rehabilitation unit arrival \(^{226, 227, 228}\). This is specifically developed and supported in the 1\(^{st}\) review –part B.

Finally, goal-setting and care planning should focus and serve as a guide for the entire PAC Rehabilitation care, facilitating seamless transitions of goals and coordinated care across PAC settings in a patient-centered, longitudinal, quality perspective \(^{64, 62}\).

1.1.2 Sharing clinically-relevant information: The need for interdisciplinary uniform recording/registry-system

Sharing or exchanging relevant information within micro-system’s personnel is a critical feature for coordinating patient care and overall team-performance in any healthcare area \(^{229}\). For instance, in emergency care, there is urgency for readily available and right-on-time information. But in PAC Rehabilitation, sharing of relevant information - although without the same time-urgency - is also a requirement for complex care coordination among multi-disciplinary professionals. For instance, it is denoted that timely provision of information about processes and outcomes to the whole rehabilitation staff was associated with improved stroke outcomes \(^{230}\).

As exposed in the 2\(^{nd}\) review, a requirement for effective information-sharing is the development and use of a common registering/recording system (process and content), tailored to the service demands and workflow. Also in the PAC Rehabilitation literature, it is recommended the use of a superordinate shared communication/mental model, facilitating mutual-adjustments among professionals and coordination of care \(^{231, 232}\).

Indeed, the existence of multi-disciplinary professionals, of different backgrounds, philosophies, and using their own professional frameworks, classifications and taxonomies can be an important obstacle to the share of relevant information in PAC Rehabilitation. Even among the same rehabilitation disciplines, treating the same conditions in different places, there is a lot of variation in the type of interventions, nomenclature and language used \(^{94}\). Therefore a uniform and interdisciplinary framework, classification and taxonomy for process/interventions would have the benefit of putting professionals of different disciplines talking, reasoning and registering on a common language. It could additionally
clarify specific and complementary roles for the care-process, as happened also with the ICF framework/classification (233).

Common intervention-taxonomies (for the purposes of practice-based outcomes research) were recently developed in the PAC Rehabilitation field: for stroke (68; 85; 132) and spinal-cord injury rehabilitation (84; 94; 112). Yet those intervention-taxonomies are condition-specific and it still does not exists a common, overarching, non-condition-specific classification for the PAC Rehabilitation overall interventions, as happening for the functional outcomes framed by the ICF - a non-condition-specific framework and classification holding training/implementation benefits (146).

In synthesis, a micro-system structure can benefit of holding a uniform interdisciplinary recording/registering system for clinical-data and care-process/interventions - beyond administrative, claims and other type of data yet externally-required. Moreover, if such uniform recording/registering process was made electronically at the point-of-care (POC) (146), it could have also the benefit of furnishing important data for real-time and feed-forward care coordination, shared and readily accessible by all interdisciplinary practitioners on portable devices; as broadly it collects critical information for further feedback analyses and practice-based research purposes (84;112).

However, we shall denote that such uniform recording/registering system (electronic or not) needs to fit, and hopefully, benefit the workflow, instead of being another burdensome task for the busy practitioner, otherwise practitioners will easily, and perhaps rationally, mitigate such implementation efforts (56; 234).

1.1.3 Improving the PAC Rehabilitation teamwork process

PAC Rehabilitation teamwork process has a central/pivotal role to PAC Rehabilitation care, outcomes and quality, as supported and illustrated in our 1st review. Indeed, the outcomes of a PAC Rehabilitation process are better seen as micro-system outcomes, beyond the sum of multidisciplinary results of individual practitioners/disciplines. Such micro-system outcomes also depends rehabilitation team synergic action, as well as depends of the administrative, ancillary and other staff contributes. It is suggested that the complementary roles and interdependency among practitioners of different disciplines should be actively
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fostered (235; 236). For instance, nurses should reinforce the promotion of autonomy, mobility and other core intervention strategies, even if primarily trained for instance by therapists. In the opposite direction, therapists and all other practitioners should reinforce rehabilitation nursing primary activities, such bladder management and other interventions (56; 234; 236). However, first of all, it is required an enhanced notion of belonging to a delimited micro-system among rehabilitation, as supported in the 2nd review.

PAC Rehabilitation is suitable for a micro-system approach. But despite being promoted an inter-disciplinary team-based approach, there is a paradox pervading rehabilitation since its inception, because for long time it was devoted little efforts towards examining and understanding what it means or how to improve it. Strasser and colleagues were the exceptions working systematically on the subject. Along their work, the teamwork process was found to be a determinant of functional outcomes, as showed in observational (237), and team-training randomized controlled trial specifically in stroke-rehabilitation (238).

In the 2nd review we sub-divided the task of improving the teamwork process in: improving the teamwork structure and operations, and improving the underlying team interpersonal relationships. It fits with the Strasser and Falconer’s conceptual model highlighting teamwork inner-process components: a dynamic interaction between team-actions and team-relations (239; 240). The teamwork leadership is critical for the teamwork patterns with formal and informal leadership representing a target for PAC Rehabilitation teamwork improvement interventions (230; 241).

Complementing a micro-system ‘opportunistic’ information-sharing, dialogue, learning and reasoning (242); also the structured SBAR approach - imported from aviation to healthcare areas - was also recently adapted to PAC Rehabilitation, particularly favoring an operational structure for formal communication and coordination (243; 244).

2- Quality-Improvement (QI) within the PAC Rehabilitation Micro-System

The quality-improvement (QI) process within the PAC Rehabilitation micro-system is equivalent to general healthcare; thereby outlined in the 2nd review. But despite the process could follow general guidance, in PAC Rehabilitation there are content/dimensions of care
particularly suitable to produce transformational micro-system quality-improvement. For instance, the teamwork and interpersonal dimensions of care, particularly approached together and with an interprofessional emphasis, as analyzed below.

Finally, there are also interprofessional educational initiatives, in case applied to quality-improvement learning (245), which fit within PAC Rehabilitation micro-systems. An educational focus could be combined with practice quality-improvement goals, in a same project, with mutual benefits for practice and education since quality-improvement competencies are educated/improved in real-practice projects at the micro-system level (185).

2.1 Transformational improvement in PAC Rehabilitation micro-systems

Our conceptual model (1st review) divides the process axis in three dimensions: the technical dimension, the interpersonal dimension and the underlying team-work process. While the technical dimension has been receiving attention, the other two dimensions have receiving much less research, education and improvement attention.

2.1.1 Interpersonal and teamwork: dimensions supporting long-term transformational improvements

Only is the last decade the teamwork process received some systematic input from Strasser and colleagues work. The interpersonal dimension was not systematically addressed, despite few isolated exceptions (171; 246). The interpersonal dimension of care is one that has recognizably lower baseline expertise among practitioners (247; 248); while the teamwork process and coordination of care is a major area for healthcare transformational quality-improvement in healthcare (187), also with lower basis of formal training in PAC Rehabilitation, yet with preliminary promising findings (249).

Therefore, it is reasonably expectable that a systems-based improvement in the interpersonal and teamwork processes of care can support long-term transformational changed in PAC Rehabilitation quality and outcomes. Our conceptual framework outlines the teamwork and interpersonal dimensions both supporting the technical care, either by
fostering care coordination, as well as fostering team-patient/family partnerships and users psychosocial engagement outcomes – better supported in a further 1st review – part B.

2.1.2 Taking benefit of commonalties: improving and educating the teamwork and interpersonal dimension together in interprofessional initiatives

As highlighted in the conceptual framework, there are also commonalties among the teamwork and interpersonal dimension. First, the quality of the interpersonal dimension has also a coordination of care component as outlined in the 1st review. Second, the 1st review also outlines teamwork and interpersonal dimension as being both supported in a common set of underlying interpersonal, communication and relational skills and competences (structure), yet applied to different tasks: one to the interprofessional communication and relations; the other to providers-patient-family communication and relations. We recall these competences correspond to competencies supported in the 2nd review as in need for micro-system workforce development.

Due commonalities and lower baseline competencies at these levels, an improvement intervention simultaneously targeting these two dimensions and underlying common determinants might be optimally for improving micro-system performance.

As outlined in the 2nd review, there are also multiple benefits of linking quality-improvement with continuous professional development, as well as with healthcare students’ education. With such regards, we could recall that multi-target interventions on different but complementary dimensions of care - such these teamwork and interpersonal dimensions - have successful interprofessional approaches in the healthcare education field. This is the case of inter-professional training wards (IPTWs) initiatives, particularly suitable for the PAC Rehabilitation interdisciplinary care (250; 251).

E) PUBLIC POLICY-MAKERS LEVEL

Under this heading, we first highlight the seminal influence of PAC political input (8), and overviewing subsequent system changes occurring in the US PAC Rehabilitation system:
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outlined along the review. Such political input also serves as an illustrative example of the overarching influential role the public policy can achieve to fundamentally transform the quality of PAC Rehabilitation care. Then, using an equivalent structure of the 2nd review, we outline how PAC Rehabilitation Public Policy roles for quality have been applied in the US context.

1) A PAC Rehabilitation Policy Reform for Quality

As directly or indirectly outlined along thesis, there was a major political input for actual and further reforms in US PAC services in sequence of the 2005 Deficit Reduction Act: a Post-Acute Care Reform Plan (8). After an overview of the current problems in the PAC System, such policy paper outlines the principles of the reform, with a central focus on a patient-centered perspective for quality of care (as we begin to outline in the consumers section), with patients and families central in definition and control of services. Thus, PAC Rehabilitation services should become organized around a continuum of users needs, with enhanced coordination of care and seamless transitions across settings: the contrary of what is actually happening in the US (59).

Other important principles of the reform are the focus on providing high-quality and efficient care, fostered by the development of a performance/quality measurement system measuring patient’s progress across settings – on a pre-determined time-schedule irrespectively of the PAC settings assuring treatments. That was the seminal input for the development of the CARE tool, so-mentioned along thesis, actually in later stages of the demonstration project (www.pacdemo.rti.org/). Finally such PAC Rehabilitation performance/quality measurement system should be built into the functionality of an interoperable developed, and widely deployed, Electronic Health Records (EHR) for coordination of care and easier quality-data management (252).

The mentioned enhanced roles of quality-monitoring led to other critical feature of the reform, which is the intention to reflect performance in quality-measures (outcomes and process measures) into PAC payments: a pay-for-performance perspective (8). With such regards the ultimate goal is to come into a direction of a site-neutral payment schema for PAC services, stimulating accountability for quality and efficient along PAC episodes.
More recently, under the general US healthcare reform, it seems the PAC payment will be bundled with acute care, and possibly also involving subsequent care within a determined period of time \(^{(14)}\), as outlined in the Payers & Purchasers section.

2) **US Public Policy Roles for PAC Rehabilitation Quality**

The public policy has a critical overarching influential role for quality and quality-initiatives in general healthcare \(2^{nd}\) review, and also in PAC Rehabilitation.

2.1 Healthcare Delivering Role

The US federal government, among other things, is an active player - mostly through the Veterans’ Health Administration (VHA) - in the aspect of healthcare delivering, also providing PAC Rehabilitation care. Therefore, as suggested and supported in the \(2^{nd}\) review, the federal healthcare delivering role, and its developed and adopted solutions, can lead other providers to delivering quality of care, by example. Some VHA leading examples are yet on the field also the PAC Rehabilitation scope \(^{(90, 252)}\).

2.2 Funder of health-services and quality-related research

Other way the federal policy has to influence the country’s quality of care is by funding health services, outcomes, comparative effectiveness and quality-related research (measurement, reporting, improvement, implementation, and quality-aligned reimbursement and accountability systems) that would better inform policy, services and care management on evidence-base for quality and efficiency \(^{(253)}\).

In the US, there was recently launched a Patient-Centered Research Outcomes Institute (PCROI), by the famous PPAC act \(^{(14)}\). The PCROI will begin to play a critical role with public funding regards, particularly funding a comparative effectiveness research agenda. The actual US governmental funding for health-services, outcomes and quality-related
research is made mostly through the governmental Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).

The development of the Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems’ (CAHPS) program (the major assessment of patient-centeredness for different healthcare areas) is one of the major initiatives sponsored by the AHRQ. It is in need for advances for the specificity of the PAC Rehabilitation scope as we began to outline in the consumers section. Indeed, there is at least a temporal gap in the action among different federally-sponsored players. Matching the action of different federal players and programs is a critical matter in a national journey for quality.\(^{(254)}\).

2.3 The largest payer and the regulatory roles

Another roles for public policy-makers (in case federal and state policy-makers) are built around the payer role (Medicare and Medicaid – covering majority of PAC Rehabilitation sub-populations), as well as around the regulatory role. In this review we approach these two roles in a complementary way, as outlined for general healthcare\(^{(254)}\), as it is also a matter under discussion for the PAC Rehabilitation field.

An illustrative example would be a recent insightful paper in which DeJong discusses the question of bundled payments for acute and post-acute\(^{(49)}\), a solution to be implemented in the field\(^{(14)}\). The paper illustrates how inefficiencies of prevailing payment system leaded to an uncontrolled grow of regulatory action. Such a phenomenon had a great implication for shaping the business paradigm of PAC organizations, and thereby shaping efforts and concerns of the frontline practitioners.

DeJong\(^{(49)}\) highlights the practitioners’ lack of satisfaction with their job, described as providing care for comply with regulation, not necessarily for improving value of care (quality and cost) for their patients and sub-populations attended - which often do not fit with regulation, mostly an over-regulation triggered by the lack of an effective value-based purchasing method. The major desirable consequence of an effective introduction of bundled payments is that it could fundamentally shift the actual need for over-regulation (which shapes an actual practice culture of regulation-compliance), becoming replaced by a culture of innovation and informed best-practices stimulated by a value-based purchasing
method, thus reducing the need for compensatory regulation. Yet there are practical implementation features to overcome \(^{(49)}\).

In a final synthesis, as positioned at an overarching ecological level, the public policy stakeholders have - like no other stakeholder could achieve - the power and responsibility of tuning the “games rules” for quality: shaping, and providing example and stimulus for a culture of quality in healthcare organizations. Policy stimulus shall be reflected in organizational and practitioners’ action for quality and quality-improvement in the IOM’s six dimensions: effectiveness, efficiency; timeliness; safety; equity and patient-centeredness – with patient-centeredness at the center quality of definition and control for general healthcare \(^{(3)}\), and particularly for PAC Rehabilitation \(^{(8)}\).
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